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Abstract

We show how the construction of the integrable Sturm-Liouville
equations proposed in 1882 by Gaston Darboux can be extended to
the case of the linear and nonlinear integrable partial differential equa
tions and their lattice versions. The power of the Darboux transforma
tion method is illustrated by several examples including the simplest
possible construction of the rational solutions of the KdV and KP
equations. We mainly concentrate around the lattice equations since
in the existing presentations of the Darboux transformation method
many important points are missing. At the end of the paper we show
how the method can be extended to the case of the multidimensional
functional equations with generalized shift operators. More applica
tions to concrete integrable systems and further generalisations will
be reported in the second part.
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1 Introduction

We wish to expose here some general features of the algebraic approach
to completely integrable linear and nonlinear partial derivative or lattice
equations invented in 1979 by the present author [1] as a natural extension of
Darboux covariance theorem [2] concerning Sturm-Liouville equation. Later
this method was extended to a larger class of systems mainly by Salle and
present author and summarized in [5], where the more detailed bibliography
and much more concrete examples can be found. Somehow the detailed
explanation of space-time discretized or lattice version of the method , briefly
outlined in [1, article 2J never was discribed in detailes. It was ommited in
[5] since at the time there were no much social interest to such a systems.
Somehow many of their remarkable properties were studied by Ablowitz and
Ladik [6J , Hirota [7J , Miwa [8J and other researchers: [9] , [10] , [llJ , [12] ,
[13], [14] .

In particular it was shown by Hirota that his bilinear functional-difference
equation reproduces in certaine limits most part of the known integrable
continuous or differential-difference systems. Last time the interest to the
space time discretized systems grows quickly motivated by many paralleis
between quantum and classical integrable systems on a lattice , especially by
recognizing the fact that the eigenvalues of the commuting quantum transfer
matrices can be found as the solutions of the certain functional equations
derived by means of the fusion rules [15] , [16] ,[17],[18], [19J , [20] , [21] . The
associated equations can be iqentified with Hirota like equations with certain
boundary conditions or with discrete Zakharov-Scabat equations. Some of
these equations still are not well studied. Another source of appearence of
the generalized Hirota equations involving some dilatation operators instead
of lattice shifts is the theory of quantum group representations and quantum
T-functions relevant also to some aspects of the theory of matrix models [19).
Works of the last time mainly explore the Plukker relations as a tool for
obtaining determinant representations for solutions of Hirota - like equations
and also the algebrogeometric approach. Our approach is different and
can be combined as in KP and KdV case with algebrogeometric method of
integration.

By the pedagogical reasons somehow we start from the brief exposition of
some basic features of Darboux transformation method as formulated in [1]
for the case of the partial derivative equations , explaining how to construct
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some important c1asses of the solutions. Some formulas , for instance explicite
expression of the Wronskian corresponding to 1-soliton-2positons solutions of
the KdV equation ,were never published before. We give also abrief outline of
main theorems concerning the differential difference case allowing systematic
application (which can be found in [5], see also [26], [24), [25]) to the 1
dimensional and 2-dimensional Toda lattices and also to their nonabelian
versions and higher flows.

For "continuous" systems our approach represents a far going generali
sation of the factorisation method for ordinary differential equations coming
back to the works of Frobenius and to the original work of Darboux [2] ,
developped further by Crum [22] . There are also deep parallels between the
structure of Darboux-like dressing formulas explained below and algebraic
Bethe anzatz method . In a case of stationary one dimensional Schrödinger
operator (see [5] ) the Dirac construction of the eigenfunctions and eigenval
ues of quantum oscillator is easily recovered 1 quantum q-oscillators are also
here [23]. Some how we have no intention to discuss stationary reductions
leading to this kind of applications here.

We also omit the discussion of the hamiltonian aspects of the theory which
are not still completely understood. More detailed applications to concrete
functioinal equations will be exposed separately. We also omitted here the
discussion of the binary Darboux transformation (see [5] and references there
for differential-difference and continuous case ). Associated results also
will be explained elshwere. The results connected with differential-difference
systems were never explained in detailes before and are sufficiently precised
and extended with respect to the brief remarks in [1, article 2] including the
new concept of the mixed Darboux transformation (see subsection 3.3) . The
results of the sections 4 1 5 are new and were never published before.
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2 Darboux Transformation Approach to the
matrix KP Hierarchie

2.1 Covariance Theorems and simplest applications

Let f(x, t) be an M x M matrix valued solution of the following PDE :

n

j = L um(x, t)f(m), j 8t f, f(m) ar;: f
m=O

(1)

with M x M matrix coefficients. Let cp be some fixed invertible matrix
solution of the same equation , (J" = 8x cp . cp-1 where cp-l means the inverse
matrix. The matrix function 'IjJ defined by the formula

'IjJ = (8x - (J")f =D(f) (2)

is called the Darboux transformation of f . Obviously it is fixed by the choice
of <p. Now we have the following statement (Generalized Darboux theorem):
Theorem 1 [1]
Equation (1) is covariant with respect to the action of the Darboux transfor
mation i. e. 'IjJ is the solution of the following PDE

n

~ = L üm(x, t) .1j;(m)
m=l

The coefficients üm are defined by the recursive relations:

- _ - _ + (1) + [ ]U n - U n , U n -1 - U n -1 un U n1 (J" 1

- (1) (I) (1) [ ] [ ]
Un~2 = U n -2 + U n - 1 + nUn(J" + U n (J" + U n -1, (J" + U n , (J" (J",

n
- - (1) '" C k - (m-k). k - 1 1Uk-1 - Uk-1 + U k - (J"Uk + L.J m Um(J" ,- n - , ... , .

m>k

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

The [,] above denotes the commutator of two matrices.
Th. 1 implies in particular the Darboux covariance property for the

ordinary differential equations of any order. To get this result it is enough
to assume that all the coefficients in (1) are t independent and reduce our
consideration to the class of particular solutions of the form
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Then we obviously get the following statement.
Theorem 2. The equation

n

L umX(n+m) = AX,
m=O

is covariant with respect to Darboux transformation (2) 1,. e. the function

(7)

J where r/J = r/J(x, Al) is a fixed solution of (7) with A = Al , gives the solution
of the transformed equation

n

L üm'IjJ(n+m) = A'IjJ,
m=O

(8)

(9)

(10)

where the coefficients Um are defined by the same formulas as in the Th. 1 .
In scalar case the formulas for the coefficients become simpler since all

commutators vanish. Original result of Darboux [2] is recovered just by
taking n = 2, U2 = 1 in the formulation of Th. 2 . Theorem 1 was proved
in [1] where it was also proposed to caU (2) Darboux transformation. Most
important examples of scalar problems allowing the application of the Th. 1
are the second order evolution equations :

fy = fxx + uf,
3

ft = fxxx + 2ux! + vf.

According to the Th.1 for both of them the transfornation of the coefficient
u with respect to the action of the Darboux transformation is given by the
fonnula

(11)

Now it is obvious from the Darboux theorem that having one solvable Sturm
Liouville equation with potential u we get another one with potential u fixed
by the choice of Al and the solution r/J(x, Al)' Varying r/J in the formula for
Darboux transformation we recover all the solutions of the Sturm-Liouville
equation with the potential Ü. Now we can take for this new equation one
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more point ,.\ = "\2 , fix some solution at this point and generate a new solv
able potential via the same theorem. This process can be continued and we
obviously get this way an infinite number of the solvable potentials depend
ing also of any desired number of parameters. Darboux hirnself used this
process to construct the explicit solutions for the Sturm-Liouville equation
with the potential n(n + 1)/ cosh2 x.

Later it was discovered by Crum [22] that the iterations of the Darboux
transformation for the Sturm-Liouville case can be completely described by
fixing finite number of points Aj for starting equation and choosing in arbi
trary way the solutions 'fJj at these points. Than the resulting "7jJ-function
corresponding to the n-times iterated Darboux transformation is expessed
very simply (see next section ) as the ratio of two Wronskian determinants.
The Theorem 1 somehow gives much more allowing to perform the same
kind of the constructions in the case of linear and nonlinear partial differ
ential equations. To illustrate this point let us recall that the compatibility
condition of the system (1-2) implies that the function u(x, t) is the solution
of the KP-I equation :

(12)

Assuming that <p is a fixed solution of the system (1-2) we can conc1ude that
the Darboux transformation "7jJ of f generated by cp solves the system of the
salne form with the coefficients u and v , caculated from Th.l . Hence for
any fixed solution u of the KP equation and any solution cp of the associated
linear system (9-10) we get the new solution of (12) defined by (11). Of
course as in the case of the Sturm-Liouville equation we can iterate the
process of construction of the new solvable systems of the form (9-10) and the
associated solutions of the KP equation. Starting from the trivial solution
u = 0 we already produce a lot of the explicit solutions inc1uding all the
rational solutions decreasing when x --+ ±oo (see below for detailes). To
apply the same technique to construct the explicit solutions of the KdV
equation:

Ut = 6uux - U xxx

we need only to apply Th.l to the system

- fxx + uf = "\f,

ft = -4fxxx + 6ufx + 3uxf

6
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and remark that in this case u transforms according to the formula

U = U - 20'(1). (15)

For instance taking !.p = cosh kl (x - 4kit + Xl), U = 0, with real values of
Xl, k1 we recover immediatly I-soliton of the KdV equation given by (15).In
addition we get from (2) the solution of the linear system (14) associated with
this solution. Again we can iterate this process of creation of the new solvable
potentials an infinite number of times getting in particular all the nonsingular
n-solitons solutions by applying n-times the Darboux transformation to the
starting system (14) with u = 0 . Again the result of the n-times application
of the Darboux transformation can be described by simple formula containing
the Wronskians of the solutions of the starting system as explained in the next
subsection. It is obvious from the previous discussion that all the hierarchy
of the higher KP flows (Zakharov-Shabat systems) also allows the application
of the same Th. 1.

2.2 Multiple Iterations of the Darboux Transforma
tions

For simplieity we diseuss here only the sealar problems. Let CPI, ... ,CPN are
different linearly independent solutions of (1) . Now let the function 'I/J[N]

represents the result of action of the sequenee of the N consecutive Darboux
transformations on f:

(16)

(18)

(17)

Below we shall use the standart notation W (!.pI, ... 1 CPN )

for the wronskian of N functions i.e. W = det A, Aik ß~-lcpk, i, k =

1, ... ,N. In these notations the first order differential operator Dk ean be
written as

Dk = ßx - O'k, ak = 8x log cp[k] ,

where the funetion cp[k] is defined by the formula

W(cpIl" . ,cpk)
!.p~= .

W(cpl,' .. , cpk-l)

It is important to observe that alk] are the symmetrie functions of CPj . It
will be clear that we get the same result as in (16) by replacing the operators
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D k by Dk where the functions ak are built from !.pi 1 , ,!.pik in a same way
as in (17) and Sk = (i1 , ... ,ik ) are any subsets of (1, ,N) formed from k
different entries, SI E S2, ... , E Sn .

Formula (16) constitutes the far going generalization of the Dirac construc
tion of the eigenstates of the quantum harmonic oscillator in terms of the
powers of creation operator applied to a vacuum vector.
Theorem 3
The /unetion 'ljJ[N] is asymmetrie /unction O/!.pl, ... , <PN given by the ratio 01
two Wronskians

,,/. W (<PI, ... , !.pN, f) (19)
If/[N] =

W ('PI, ... , <P N )

For the particular case when (1) is replaced by the Sturm-Liouville equa
tion this theorem was proved by Crum [22] . We shall give the proof in a
general case of (1) with scalar coefficients. Originally the associated state
ment was first obtained in [1] . The hint of the proof was outlined also in
[5].

First it is evident that the RHS of (19) vanishes if 1 coincide with one of
<Pj . Next it is obvious that RHS of (19 ) represents the action of the linear
differential operator with highest term a:: on f :

N-l

1fJN = L amf(m) + f(N).

m=ü

(20)

The fact that this expression vanishes when when f = <Pi, i = 1, ... , N
is equivalent to the system of N linear algebraic equations solvable via the
Kramer rule i.e. fixes the coefficients am uniquely assuming that
W ('PI, ... , <PN) =1= 0 , since W is just the determinant of this system. Third
step ofthe proofis given by induction. For N=l the statement ofthe theorem
is obtained by rewriting RHS of (2) as W ('P, f) / 'P and hence is trivial. Now
to complete the induction we have to assurne that the result of the action of
the N - 1 consecutive Darboux transformations applied to f is given by the
formula

,,/. _ W('Pl"'" I.pN-l, f) (21)
If/[N~l] - W( ) .

'Pl,···,CPN-l

To fix some solution of the corresponding linear PDE satisfied by 'ljJ[N -1]
we have to take f = !.pN in the RHS of (21) where CPN is some additional
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solution of (1) linearly independent with 4'1, ... ,!.pN-l. Now' the linear equa
tion' satisfied by (22) is covariant with respect to the action of the Darboux
transformation D[N) on 'IjJ[N~l) :

D[N)CI/J[N-l)) = 'ljJf~-l] - aN'IjJ[N-lj, aN = 8x log'ljJ[N-l] If='PN . (22)

Now it is evident that

(23)

(24)

and hence being differential operator acting on f (of the same structure as
(20) ) coincide with 'ljJ[N)' 0

Remark It it easy to check that the coincidence of the RHS of (19) with
(22) ,proved above,is equivalent to the Jacobi identity for Wronskians :

W[ W(4'l" .. 4'N-l, g), W(<Pl'" . ,4'N-l, j)] =
= W(4'l, ... , <PN-l, g, f) . W(4'l" .. , 'PN-l),

with 9 = 'PN·

Every differential equation for j

W(4'l"'" 4'N, f) = 0, (25)

is of the form (7) with A = °and hence is covariant with respect to the
N-times application of the Darboux transfor~ation where 'PI, ... , <PN are
arbitrary linearly independent N times differentiable functions.From thus we
conclude that our proof of the Th. 5 provides the independent proof of the
J acobi identity . Crum [22] proved the particular case of the Th. 3 for the
Sturm-Liouville equation by using the Jacobi identity. Our proof concerns
much more general situation and we get the Jacobi identity for free. Using
the Th. 3 it is easy to conclude that in scalar case we get simple expessions
for the first coefficients of the N-times Darboux transformed equation (1) .
Most simple case is to assurne that U n = u(t), Un-l = p(t) and hence are
invariants with respect to the action of DT defined by (2). Now as a result
of the repeated N-times action of the DT we get for U[N),n-2 the following
repesentation :

N

U[N),n-2 = U n -2 + nUn' L ar~) =
m=l

=U n -2 + nUn8~ log VV( 'PI, ... ,'PN),

9
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W( <PI, ... ,<Pm-I, <Pm) ( )
CT[m) := 8x log 'P[m) , 'P[m]:= W ( ) . 27

'PI, ... ,'Pm-I

Another way to compute the coefficient U[N],n-2 is to substitute (20) into
the differential equation

n
'" (m)1/J[N] = L U[N],m . 1/J[N] ,

m=1

(28)

for 1/J[N] . Than equating the coefficients of the higher order derivatives of j
in the LHS and RHS of (28) it is easy to see that

The coefficient al is given by the formula

(29)

<PN j

(N-2)
'PI

(N)
'PI

(N -2) j(N-2)
'PN
'Pt) j{N)

al = ------------
W ( <PI, ... , 'P N )

(30)

Taking the derivative of al we get the same result as before.
The formulas enable one to get very easy all the rational solutions of the

KP 11 equation decreasing when x ~ 00. To do this [1] it is enough to take
U = 0, v =°and choose <Pj apropriately . For instance taking

(31)

've get the whoIe family of the rational solutions of "general position" ob
tained in a different and much longer way by Krichever [37] . Solutions of
general position correspond to asymptotically free movements of the particles
of the associated Calogero-Moser system i.e. the poles x = Xj (Yl t) behave
asymptotically linear as a function of y when Y ~ 00 . By contrast taking
<PJ" in a form of some linear combination of Schur polynomials [1, article 3]
l.e.

n

'Pj = L Clj 8k exp(kx + k2
y + k3t) Ik=O'

l=1

10
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and substituing them into (26) with

U n = 1, n = 2, U n -2 = U = 0

we get the family of" separatrix" (with respect to the trajectorys of associated
Calogero-Moser system) rational solutions of the KP-I equation. See [1,
article 3] for more details. We refere on [5] for construction of real valued
nonsingular solutions of KP-II and KP-I equations depending on any number
of the functional parameters. Briefly the idea is to take

(33)

and next to impose the requirements on the densities PJ" (k) providing nonva
nishing of the Wronskian VV ( <PI, ... , <Pn ). To get the real valued nonsingular
solutions including the nonsingula rational multi lumps solutions (first found
in [40)) for KP-II case (which differs from (12) by the sign of the first term)
the idea of the binary Darboux transformation invented in [27] and making
use of conjugated linear system is extremely usefull .

2.3 Generalized wronskian formulas and applications
to KdV

Here we explain the extended version of Wronskian formulas obtaiened in
[3] allows one to construct all the rational solutions of KdV equation (much
easier than in other approaches: compare with [39] , [37] , ) . We also
get from these generalized wronskian formulas some long range osciUating
solutions introduced in [3] . The author proposed to caU them positons since
in spectral sense they are connected with Wigner- von Neumann resonances
: spectral singularities embedded in the positive continuous spectrum of
the Schrödinger operator (for more detailed study of their properties and
interactions with solitons see [4] or [28] .

Let u(x, t) be some fixed solution of the KdV equation We denote by c/J1,
... cPn different solutions of system 0 taken at some values A = Al, ... , A = An
respectively. vVith these functions we construct two Wronskian determinants
W1 and W2 as follows:

W '- W(A-. A-.{md At. A-.(m2) A-. A-.(mn ))
1 .- If'l,···, If'l ,Y-'2,···, Y-'2 , ... , Y-'n,"" If'n ,

11
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l XT '- W (A. ",,(mI) A.. ",,(m2) A.. ",,(mn) f)
'V2·- o/l"",lfIl ,o/2"",1fI2 ,···,o/n'···'o/n , ,

where mi ~ 0 are some given numbers and cP)n) := a~cPj(x, A) IA=Aj"

Moreover, we define

u .- u - 28;logWl ,

f '- W2 /Wl .

(35)

(36)

(37)

Equations (35-36) represent a natural generalization of the result correspond
ing to the case ml, m2 ... , m n = 0 . The same arguments as in [3] lead to
the following theorem:

The system (14) is covariant with respect to the generalized Darboux
transformation f -+ J, i.e. j satisfies the system obtained from (14) by the
change u -+ u, f -+ f. The function u represents a new solution of the KdV
equation.

Note that we can replace the parameter A by any parameter k being
locally in analytic one to one correspondence with A, replacing the derivatives
with respect to A by derivatives with respect to k. In particular we can use
k = VX in the neighborhoud of the points A = Al, ... , An, assuming that the
dependence of 'l/Jj on k is also of analytical character.

Here we dicuss briefly the application of (35-36) to the case u = 0.. There
fore we will write u instead of u when it can not create a confusion.

Now to construct the rational solutions ofKdV equation we take ml, ... , mn

to be arbitrary entries . The functions 4>j are defined by the formula

(38)

The Pj (k) are arbitrary real polynomials of order ::; mj and To obtain the
rational solutions we substitute into the generalized Wronskian formula the
functions 1Jjm):

(39)

The solution obviously comprises n+ 2~/]=:1 mj arbitrary real parameters. The
obtained formula containes more particular family of solutions calculated by
Krichever which is obvious from the simple comparison with results [37] .
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2.4 Positon and Soliton-Positon solutions

Positon solution of the KdV equation is defined by the formula

u == -28~ IOgW(Pl,P1kJ == -28; log(2k1g1 - sin 2Pl) ==
32ki(sin T - k1g eos T) sin T

(sin 2T - 2k1g)2 (40)

p == sinT, T = k1(x + 4kit + xI(k1)),

g=8kl T=x+12kit+Yl;k1 ,Xl,Y13R,Pk l = 8kl P= geosT. (41)

The unique pole xo(t) of (2) is determined by the formula

2 5(t) . ( 3 ( )) ()
Xo = -12k1t + Yl + -k ,5 = Sin 5 - 16kl t + 2k1 Xl - YI , 42

2 1

21r
5(t + 2k

1
) == 5(t). (43)

The assoeiated solution is slowly deeaying at infinity and essentialy differs
from well known soliton solutions.

Soliton-positon solution of the KdV equation is defined by the
formula

U = - 28; log W (PI, Plkl , s), s = eosh }T,

Y = b(x - 4b2t + r), r E R. (44)

The \iVronskian in this formula ean be eomputed explieitely :

W == 2kb sin2 T sinh Y + ((b2
- k2 )2-1 sin 2T - k(k2 + b2)g) cosh Y. (45)

For the plot and asymptotie properties see [4]. It is remarkable that for all
real values of parameters the expession (45) has only one zero on the real
axis as a funetion of x.

The 2- positons solution is determined by the formulas

u == -28; log W (Pb Plkp P2, P2kJ,
PI = sin Tl, Tl = kl (x + Xl + 4kit), Plkl = gl eos Tl
91 = X + YI + 12kit;

P2 = sin T2, T2 = k2(x + x2 + 4k~t),

P2k 2 == g2 eos T2 ,

g2 = X + Y2 + 12k~t,

Imxl = ImYl = Imx2 == ImY2 = 0; k1,2 > 0

13



Remarkably the associated T-function almost factorises into the product of
the two iau-functions Tl, T2 corresponding to individual positons : It has
to be mentioned that the same wronskian can be written in a much more
compacte forme in terms of the T-fonctions T1,2 of the individual positons (
T - sin 2Tl _ k g 'T - sin 2T2 - k g ) .

1 - 2 1 1 , 12 - 2 2 2 .

W = (ki - k§)2 T1T2 - 4klk2(kl cos Tl sin T2 - k2sin Tl cos T2)2. (46)

Using (46) is evident that in the area where 0 < Cl ::; Tl ::; < C2 and t -t

00 (implying g2 -t (0), we have the following asymptotic estimate for the
solution

(47)

In the area where 72 is fixed and t ~ 00 (i.e. gl ~ (0), we have similar
asymptotics up to the change Tl -t 72, gl -t g2. Thus we have shown that
asymptotically two positons are going from their mutual collision without
any change. Even additional phases appearing e.g. in the description of a
collision of two solitons are absent.

For all real values of parameters with k i i= k2 the Wronskian (46) has
exactly two real zeros which never coincide.

2-positon-l-soliton solution.
This solution being also of the form (37) is produced by the wronskian
W (PI, PIkll P2, P2k2' s) .This wronskian also can be computed explicitely with
help of Maple. Initial form of the answer produced by Maple takes about 3
pages of printed output but it can be simplified ordering the answer by iso
lating terms proportional gIg2, gI, g2 , and terms free of these factors. Below
we write g instead of gl and d instead of g2 to simplify the notations. The
final result is

W = gdklk2(ki - k§)2(b2+ ki)(b2+ k~) cosh Y
-2dkl k2b(b2 + kD(kr - k~)2 sin2 Tl sinh Y +
+~k2(ki - kD 2(kr - b2)(k~ + b2) sin 2TI cosh Y +
+~kl (k§ - kD2(k~ - b2 )(ki - b2) sin 2T2cosh Y
-2gk l k2b(b2 + ki)(k~ - ki)2 sin2 T2sinh Y +
+ cosh}r{-4kfk2(k~+ b2)2 cos2 Tl - 4k~kI(kr + b2)2 cos2 T2+
+4k l k2[ki(b2+ k~)2 + k~(b2 + ki)2] cos2 Tl cos2 T2+
+~[b2(9kiki + 9kt - k~ - k~) + (b4 + kik~)(kt + ki + 6kikDJ sin 2TI sin 2T2}+
+[k2b(kib2 - 3ktb2 + 3kik~ - k~ - 2ktk~ + 2krk~b2) sin 2T1 sin2 T2+
+k l b(ktb2 - 3kib2+ 3kik~ - k~ - 2kikr + 2kik~b2) sin 2T2sin2 Tl] sinh Y

14



vVhen k1 = k2 = k the expression for W in (10) simplifies:

W = -4k4 (k2 + b2? sin2(xl - X2) cosh Y (48)

Again Wronskian has exactly two real zeros as a function of x , for k1 =I- k2

which never coincide.
Remark The last statement is confirmed by the asymptotic analysis and
numerical experiments but still the complete proof is missing. Most remark
able in the behaviour of the multi positon-soliton solutions studied in [4] that
asymptotically they behave almost as simple as multisoliton solutions :it is
possible to find explicit formulas describing the associated phase shifts given
in terms of the spectral data.

Darboux transformations can be applied as weIl to the starting finite-gap
solutions expressed by means of the Riemann theta-functions of cornpact
Riernann surfaces since associated solutions of the linear problems (Baker
Akhieser functions ) are known [32] ,[34], [34] ,[36), [38] . Associated results
are most interesting in the case of 2 + 1 dimensional systems but we have no
intention to discuss these applications here and pass to the lattice version of
Darboux transformations.

3 Lattice Darboux Transformations

Now we start to describe the lattice versions of the Darboux transformations
which can be applied along the same lines as above to the difference , differ
ential difference or difference difference linear and nonlinear systems. First
we consider the dass of the differential difference equations of the form

N

in = L bm(n, t)fn+m, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ...
m=-M

(49)

for the matrix function in(t) with the coefficients bm(n, t) of the same matrix
dimension. Let 'Pn(t) be the fixed solution of the same system, and a; ==
4?n'P~ll' Right and left Darboux transformations 'l/J; of in are defined by the
formula

'I/J; = In - a;in±l' (50)

The following statement represents the naturallattice version of the Th.1
Theorem 4
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The function 'ljJ; defined above satisfy to the following system 'of differential
difference equations

N

~;: = L dm(n, t)fn+m,
m=-M

where the coefficients dm(n, t) are given by the formulas
a. The case (+) i. e. for the right Darboux transformation:

d_ M = b_ M ,

dj = (L~~} [b_ m - an b-m - 1 (n + 1)] i.pn~m + b~Mi.pn~M ) i.p;;~j'
j = 0, ... , M - 1;

(51)

k = 1, ... ,N - 1;

b. case (-) i. e. for the left Darboux transformation:

dN = bN ,

dk(n, t) = [L~:k (bm(n) - a;;bm+1 (n - 1)) i.pn+~ + bN(n)'Pn+N] 'P;;~k'
k = 0, ... , jV - 1;

k = 1, ... , M -1;

The proof of the Th. 4 for the case b can be found in [1, article 2] . In the
case of the right DT the same idea as their works without any troubles so we
omit the proof here. It is important to observe that the first coefficient b_M

remains invariant under the action of the right DT and the last coefficient
bN is stable with respect to the action of the left DT.
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Another important remark is that for the coefficient dN in the case a.
and respectively for the coefficient d_ M for the case b. we get from Th. 6
two different representations . Their origin follows naturaly from the proof
which we omitted here since the same effect take piace for the difference
difference equation. This explains also the presence of the two types of
Darboux dressing formulas for the Toda lattice and its two-dimensional and
nonabelian versions first discovered in [24], [26]. For further applications
to nonlinear systems and explanation of important concept of the binary
lattice DT see [5] . For the multiple iterations of left and right DT we obtain
the compact expessions similar to (19) but involving instead of Wronskians
their difference versions : Casorati determinants . Since the corresponding
formulas are the same for the case of the difference difference equations their
proof follows after the next subsection.

3.1 DT Covariance of the Difference-difference equa
tions

Let us replace now continuous time evolution by the discrete time evolution.
This leads to the following difference diffrence equation representing the tinle
discretized version of (49).

N

fnU + 1) = L bm(n, j)fn+m(j); n = 0, ±l, ±2 ... ; j = 0, ±l, ±2, ....
m=-M

(52)
Let ((Jn(j) be a fixed solution of (52) and O"n(j) = CPn(j)CP~~l (j). If the discrete
time argument is omitted below this means that it takes the value j. Once
again all the functions and coefficients in (52) are square matrices of the same
fixed order. The definition (50) of the Darboux transformation used in the
differential difference case remains valid without any change. The covariance
properties of (52) with respect to its action can be summarized as folIows.
Theorem 5.
The equation () is covariant with respect to the action of the Darboux trans

. formation
(53)
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't. e. the Junction 'ljJn satisfy to the Jollowing laUice equation.

N

'ljJn(j + 1) = 2:: dm(n, j)'ljJm+n(j)
m=-M

where the coefficients are defined by the Jormulas

d- M = b_ M ,

d-M+1 = -un-Mb_ M + b-M +1 - un(j + l)b~M(n + 1, j),

b -1
- -M· tpn-M . 'Pn+m ,

m=-M+1, ... ,N.

(54)

Proof. According to the definition (50) of 'ljJn and taking into account (52)
'ljJn(j + 1) can be written as follows

'ljJn(j + 1) = fn(j + 1) - un(j + 1) . fn+l (j + 1) =
N N

L bm(n,j)fn+m(j) - un(j + 1) L bm(n + 1,j) . fn+m+l(j). (55)
m=-M m=-M

Substitutig (50) into RHS of (54) we can also represent 'ljJn(j + 1) in the form

N

'ljJn(j + 1) = 2:: dm(n , j)[fn+m(j) - un+m(j)fn+m+l(j)]. (56)
m=-M

Now the equation (54) certainly holds if the coeficients of fn+m(j) in the
RHS of (55) and (56 ) are the same. Equating these coefficients we get the
following system of the matrix recursive relations

dM = bM ,

dm(n, j) - dm- 1(n, j)Un+m-l (j) = bm(n, j) - (Jn(j + 1)bm - 1(n + 1, j),
m = -M + 1, . .. ,N,
-dN(n,j)(Jn+N(j) = -(Jn(j + l)bN (n + 1,j).
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This system is overdetermined. We can consider M + N + 1 first relations
as the system of linear algebraic equations for the apriory unknown coeffi
cients dm , m = -M, ... ,N. The last relation also defines the coefficient dN

uniquely and the obtained result should be compatible with that obtained
from solving the system of the first M + N + 1 equations. In abelian case
the matrix M of this system is given by the formula

1 0 0 0 0
-O"n-M 1 0 0 0

0 -O"n-M+l 1 0 0
M=

0 0 -O"n+N~2 1 0
0 0 0 -O"n+N-l 1

The inverse matrix can be easily computed :

1 0 0 0 0
O"n-M 1 0 0 0

O"n-MO"n-M+l O"n-M+l 1 0 0
M-1 =

nN - 2 nN - 2
O"n+N-2 1 0k=-MO"n+k k=-M+IO"n+knN - 1 nN - 1

O"n+N-20"n+N-l O"n+N-l 1k=~M O"n+k k=-M+IO"n+k

The products of 0" terms simplifies being written in terms of rp-functions:

m+n

TI O"k (j) = rpm(j) . rp~~n+l (j)
k=m

(57)

This means that instead of sigmas every matrix element of M-1 different
from zero can be written as a ratio of the two rp-functions . Now for the so
lutions of the system under consideration we obviously obtain the formulas
provided by the Th.4

The straightforward calculation shows· that the same formulas gives the
solution of the same system in nonabelian case if we keep the order of all
matrix products as written above. Of course the inversion of M was not
neccessary for the proof of Th.4 . It was inc1uded only for explain how the
solutions of recursive relations were found. To complete the proof we have
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to check that the last of formulas in the overdetermined system defining the
coefficient dN as

M+N
dN = L b-M+l'Pn-M+l'P~~N-

[=1

M+N
-an(j + 1) :L b- M+l- 1'Pn-M+1' 'P~~N'

l=O
(58)

is compatible with the last of relations produced by equating the coefficients
of fn+N+l' Changing the summation index by taking k = -M + l we can in
abelian case identify the first sum in the RHS of (58) with 'Pn(j +1)· 'P~iN(j).
The second sum in the RHS of (58) can be easily computed taking into
account that by definition of 'P,

N

'Pn+l (j + 1) = L bm(n + 1, j)'Pn+m+l (j),
m=-M

This formula can be rewritten as follows

(59)

N-l
L bm(n + 1, j)'Pn+m+l (j) = 'Pn+l (j + 1) - bN(n + 1, j)CPN+n+l' (60)
-M

Changing in the second sum of the RHS of (58) the summation index from
l to m = -M + l - 1 we easily conclude with help of (60) that the second
term in RHS of (58) is equal to

-an(j + 1) ['Pn+l(j + 1) - bN(n + 1,j)'PN+n+l] 'PN~n(j)·

Now it becomes obvious that the RHS of (58) coincides with
CJn(j + 1) . bN(n = 1,j )a;;~N(j), which completes the proof.D

In full analogy with the consideration above for the left DT we have the
following statement.
Theorem 5.
The equation (52) is covariant with respect to the action 0/ the Zeft Darboux
transformation D-

D- := In -+''ljJ;; = in - a;; in-I,
a;;(j) = 'Pn(j)· 'P;;-~1(j)·
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z. e. the function 'I/J;; satisfy to the Jollowing lattice equation.

N

'l/Jn(j + 1) = I: dm(n, j)'l/Jm+n(j)
m=-M

where the coefficients are defined by the formulas

dN(n, j) = bN(n, j),

dk(n,j) = [l:~=k bm(n,j) - eTn(j + 1) l:~:k bm+1(n - l,j)4?n+m] 4?;;~k'

k = -M, ... ,N -1;

(62)

d_ M = on(j + 1) . b~M(n - 1, j)0;;2M,

eT(n,j + 1) = [l:~=_Mbm(n,j)<Pn+m(j)] . [l:~=_Mbm(n -1,j)4?n+m_1(j)]-1

3.2 Iterations of the lattice Darboux transformations
and Casorati determinants

Hefe we show that the n-times iterated lattice Darboux transformation is
described by the simple formula containing the ratio of the two Casorati
determinants. We start from the case (+) i.e. Darboux transformation of
fn(j) is given by the formula

[ ]
Cas[ln,4?n(l)]

D1fn = 'l/Jn = In - On 1 fn+1 = (1)'
. 4?n+1

C [1 ( )] def I in <Pn (1) Ias n, <Pn 1 = f (1) ,. n+1 <Pn+1

(63)

(64)

More generaly we define Casorati determinant of m functions f n (1), ... , f n (m)
by the formula

Cas[ln(l),··"fn(m)] = detA,Ajk = In+j-1(k);j,k =), ... ,m. (65)

Let <Pn(l)" .. , 4?n(m) be m different solutions of (49) or (52) with
Cas[4?n(l), ... , <Pn(m)] # 0 .
Theorem 6
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The result 1fJ[mJ,n 01 the m-times application 0/ the Darboux transformation
to any given solution In of (49) or (52) is given by the following formula

1fJ Cas[fn, 'Pn(1), ,'Pn(m)J
[ml,n = Cas['Pn(l), ,'Pn(m)J .

Defining the "lejt" lattice DT as

,,/,(-) - f - (-)i (-) - .-1o/n - n an n-1, an - 'Pn 'Pn-l

(66)

(67)

we can describe the result 'ljJ~f,n of the m-times action 0/ DT on f n by the
formula

where

'ljJc-) = Cas(-}[ In, 'Pn(l), ,'Pn(m))
[mJ,n Cas(-)[ 'Pn-1(1), , 'Pn-1(m) J' (68)

Cas(-)[ 'Pn(1), ... , 'Pn(m)] := det A, Ajk = 'Pn-j+1 (k), j, k = 1, ... ,m. (69)

Prüüf We give the proof only for case (+) since case (-) can be treated in
a same way. Below in the proof sign (+) will be omitted for brevity. First it
is obvious that the result of the m-times iterative application of the lattice
Darboux transformation to In can be written as follows

1fJ[mJ,n = Dm Dm- 1 ... D1fn =
= In + a11n+l + ... + amfn+m,

(70)
(71)

where Dj is defined by specifying some solution of the equation obtained
after j - 1 application of the DT to the starting equation. Expanding the
nominator of (66) by the elements of its first column we obviously get the
same structure. Now the proof can be easily achieved by induction. We
observe that RHS of (66) vanish when In = 'Pn(j), j = 1, ... ,m . If we show
that RHS of (71) has the same property this fixes the coefficients a1, ... , am

uniquely since we can interpret the relations

m

In + L akln+klfn=lpn(j} = 0; j = 1, ... ,m,
k=1

(72)

as a system of linear algebraic equations for unknown coefficients ak. The
determinant of this system is obviously coincide with denominator of the
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RHS of (66). Now to complete the induction ,since the fo'rmula ( ) is true
for m = 1, it is enough to demonstrate that the validity of the formula

Cas[in, 'Pn(l), ... ,VJn(m - 1)]
'l/J[m-l),n = C [(1) (1)] ,as VJn , ... ,VJn m -

(73)

for the result of m - 1 application of the DT to in implies that its own
Darboux transformation

~[m-l),n - O"[m-l],n'ljJ[m-l],n+l,

O"[m-l],n = 'ljJ[m-lJ,n~~~l),n+llfn=rpn(m),

(74)

(75)

vanish if in = 'Pn(j) , which is completely evident. Now we can identify RHS
of (71) with RHS of (66) taking into account the uniqueness of the solution
of (72).0
Remark. In whole analogy with continuos case the coincidence of the RHS
of (74) with (66) proved above is equivalent to the following identity (we take
gn = VJn (m). relating four Casorati determinants (below we write C instead
of Cas in order to compactify the notations):

C [VJn (1), ... , VJn (m - 1), 9n, In] . C [VJn+ 1 (1 ), ... , VJn+ 1 (m - 1)] =
= C[C[VJn(1), ... , VJn(m - 1), gnJ, C[VJn(l), ... ,VJn(m), In]]. (76)

In our approach this identity (known in the literature as Silvester formula)
is obtained as a free biproduct. The existing proofs of this identity using
Laplace decomposition of the determinants are a bit longer. For the case (-)
we have of course quite similar identity obtained by replacing C by C(-) and
n + 1 by n - 1 .

3.3 Mixed lattice DT

The simple observation concerning the subsequtive application of the left and
right DT to initial linear equation is that they do not commute i.e.

D+ . D- In = clfn + c2fn+l + c3fn-l =I

D- . D+ = 91/n + 92fn+l + 93fn-l.

(77)

(78)

Here we mean that D- f in (77) was defined by fixing some solution 'Pn(l)
of (52) or (49). Next taking I = VJn(2) we get a fixed solution of the
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transformed equation thus defining the action of D+ on D- . f n . In (78) we
first fix <Pn(2) or <Pn(l) for define the action of D+ on in and take the notused
of these two functions for define the action of D- on D+ In. For any order
of use <Pn, <Pn (2) the RHS of (77) and (78) are different and Cl, gl i- 1 . So it
is obvious that for a mixed compositions of finite number of DT there is no
chances to get the formulas as simple as (66) or (73).

It is easy to prove somehow that RHS of both equations (77-78) vanishe
if we take in = <Pn(I), 'Pn(2) . This means that multiplying D+ . D-in on
cl l and D~ . D+ In on gll we get the same resulting function Wn(l, 2) of the
form

(79)

vanishing when f = <PI, <P2 . This vanishing properties as before define f
uniquely and it is obvious that (52) is covariant with respect to the action of
the mixed DT defined by the formula

(80)

The covariance follows from the left and right DT covariance established
above and from the fact that (52) is covariant with respect to the action
of the trivial gauge transformations f -7 G(x, j) . I where G E GL(N, C)
, reducing in abelian case to multiplication on nonvanishing functions. It
is easy to obtain the general formulas decribing the transformation of the
coefficients of (52) under the action of the mixed DT . We give here for brevity
only the associated result for the simplest difference - difference equation

fn(j, r - 1) = p' in + u· fn-l,P = p(j, r), u = u(j, r). (81)

According to the covariance of (81) with respect to the action of (80) we have
(writing 'lfJn instead of 'lfJn(l, 2,j,r) and specifing only the shifted variables)

'l/Jn = ß'lfJn + ü'IjJn-l.

The coefficients ß , u are decribed by the following formulas

j5 + u.bl (n - 1) == P + bl (r - 1) . u(n + 1),
j5 . al + u= u + al (r - 1) .p(n - 1),
uat{n - 1) = at{r - l)u(n - 1),
P. b1 = bdr - 1) . p(n + 1).
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More generally normalising the same way result of N-times application of
the right Darboux transformation to 7/J[M] obtained after 1\11 -times application
of the left Darboux transformation to in, we get

7/Jn (N, lvI) = g(r, j) . Dj, ... Di . DM ... D1in =
N M

= In + L alfn+l + L bmfn-m.
l::::1 m::::1

The coefficients in (84) are fixed by the following vanishing requirement

7/Jn(N, M) Ifn::::/Pn(k) := 0, k := 1, ... , M + N.

(83)

(84)

(85)

where SOn(i) are N + M fixed different linearly independent solutions of (52)
and g is the normalisation factor. In whole analogy with previous consider
ations we can prove the following statement
Theorem 7
The Junction 'lfJn (N, M) defined above is given by the formula

7/Jn (N, M) := ~:~ ~,
Aik = SOn+N+1-i (k),
i = 1, ... , M + N + 1, k = 1, ... , N, N + 2, ... , N + M + 1;

Ai ,N+1 = fn+N+1-i.
Bik = SOn+N+1-i(k), i, k = 1, ... , JV + M.

Remark.WN,M is asymmetrie function of SOn(j)
The proof of the theorem literally repeats the proof of the Th.6 and can be
easily completed by the reader. Again it is obvious from previous consider
ations that (52) is covariant with respect to the action of the mixed lattice
DT : in -t 'l/Jn(N, M)

The theorems proved above do not exhaust the list of useful covariance
properties leading to the interesting applications to integrable systems. One
usefull concept which we also missed to discuss for continous systems is the
lattice binary DT . The interested reader can find some preliminary results
about it in [5] , [25]. Its more detailed presentation applicable to the hier
archies of the lattice equations of any order will be reported elsewhere. It is
also not difficult to obtaine the law of transformation of the coefficients of
(52) under the action of the mixed DT of any order defined above. We omit
here the assosiated resuts for br~vity. The necessary type of calculation will
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be illustrated in the last section devoted to the functional equations with
generalized shift operators. Also we have no intention to reproduce a11 the
results concerning the particular classes of solutions for continous systems
for the lattice systems (i.e. the construction of the rational solutions , mul
tisoliton solutions , discussion of lattice lumps , positons etc.) Here we will
only illustrate the main ideas of applications of the lattic~ DT to the simplest
lattice Zakharov-Schabat equations.

4 Construction of the solutions of the lattice
Zakharov-Schabat equations

We consider here for concretness only the simplest case corresponding (see
below) to the Hirota bilinear difference equation. Our appproach somehow
works without any modifications for the higher Zakharov Scabat equations
and their nonabelian versions. Asssociated applications of general theorems
proved above will be reported elsewhere. The "minimal" Zakharov Shabat
equation which we will call also Hirota equation can be obtained as the
compatibility condition of the following linear system.

fn(j, r - 1) = fn(j, r) + u(n,j, r) . in-lU, r),

in(j -l,r) = in+l(j,r) +v(n,j,r)' fnU,r),
n,j,r E Z.

(86)

(87)

More precisely we can represent fnU - 1, r - 1) as a linear combination of
fk(j, r) first replacing j by j - 1 in (86) and than transforming the RHS of
the obtained equation with help of (87). Next we can compute the same
quantity first replacing r by r - 1 in (87) and than transforming "the RHS of
the produced equation with help of (86). Equating the coefficients of fnU, r)
and fn-l (j, r) we get the following system

v(n,j,r -l)u(n,j,r) = u(n,j -1,r)v(n-1,j,r), (88)

v(n, j, r) + u(n, j - 1, r) = u(n + 1, j, r) + v(n, j, r - 1). (89)

This system represents the simplest possible of the " Zakharov-Schabat "
difference-difference equations. The system (88-89) can be also rewritten as
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follows

u (n, j - 1, r) - u (n + 1, j, r) = v (n, j, r - 1) - v (n, j, r) ,

u(n,j,r) v(n- l,j,r)
u(n,j-l,r) v(n,j,r-l)'

(90).

(91)

It is connected with original Hirota bilinear form by the following formulas

(
. ) _ Tn-l U, r) . Tn+1(j, r - 1)

u n,], r - ( . ) (')'Tn ],r-l 'Tn ],r

(
. ) _ Tn(j, r) . Tn+l(j - 1, r)

v n,], r - ( . ) (') .Tn ] - 1, r . Tn+1 ], r

(92)

(93)

The function tau is the solution to original Hirota bilinear equation first writ
ten explicitly in [7]. Hirota also found some kind of 3-solitons solution and
conjectured the formula for N-solitons solutions. This formula was proved
and generalized by Miwa who also found some four terms bilinear integrable
equation [8] and solved it using the free fermions formalism of Kyoto schooI.
The form of the solution obtained by Miwa somehow is rather complicated
and has some advantages and disadvantages from the point of view of con
crete applications. Hirota equation in bilinear form reads :

TnU +1, r)Tn(j, r+ 1) -Tn(j, r)Tn(j +1, r+ 1) +Tn+lU +1, r)Tn-IU, r+ 1) = O.
(94)

Both equations (86-87) are covariant with respect to the action of the left
lattice DT (50). With respect to the action of the right DT the system
(86-87) is not covariant . From the Th. 5 we get immediatly the following
formulas for the coefficients of the DT transformed system

Ul(n,j,r) = O"n(j,r -1)· u(n -1,j,r)' 0";2 1 U,r) =
!.pn(j, r - 1)!.pn-2(j, r)

!.pn-l (j, r - 1)'Pn-l (j, r)
= u(n, j, r) + O"n(j, r) - CJnU, r - 1);

VI (n, j, r) = CJnU - 1, r) . v(n.- 1, j, r) . CJ;;l{j, r) =

= v(n _ l,j, r) . !.pnU ~ 1, r)!.pn-l():, r) =
!.pn-I(] - 1, r)!.pn(], r)

= v(n, j, r) + CJn+l (j, r) - O"nU - 1, r).
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It has to be mentioned that according to the Th.5 the formulas (95 ,97,98,100)
remain valid in the nonabelian case.

It is easy to prove (see the last section for the derivation in more general
context) that the coefficients of the system

'ljJ[NJ,n(j,r -1) == 'ljJ[NJ,n(j,r) +uN(n,j,r)'lj;[NJ,n-l(j,r), (101)

'I/J[NJ,n(j - 1, r) == 'I/J[NJ,n+l(j, r) + vN(n, j, r)'ljJ[NJ,n(j, r) (102)

obtained after application of the N-fold left DT are described by the following
formulas

( ') C"N(n, j, r - 1) . C"N(n - 2, j, r) ( N')
UN n ] r == . u n - ] r

"C"N(n-o-1,j,r-1)·CN(n-1,j,r) " ,

(
') C"N(n,j -l,r)· C;;(n -l,j,r) ( . )

VN n,], r = C-( . ) C-( . ). v n - N,], r .
N n - 1,] - 1, r . N n,], r

Here as before we put

C"N(n, j, r) = det A, Aik = CPn-i+l (k); i, k == 1, ... ,N.

(103)

(104)

Now if we put in particular U == v = 1 we can obviously identify the tau
functions in (92-93) with Casorati determinants

Tn(j, r) = CN(n - 1, j, r). (105)

In the last case we also can easily construct the solutions to the starting
system (86-87), depending on arbitrary number of functional parameters in
whole analogy with the similar construction for the KP equation [1, article
1]. First we find the particular solutions by separation of variables:

(106)

where k = k1 + ik2 is an arbitrary complex parameter. For any real valued
continuous density function pl(k1, k2 ) with compact support not including
the points k == 0, k == 1 the integral

gives the solution to the system (86-87). Hs real part and imaginary part
represent the real valued solutions to the same system. In particular taking k
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real and choosing N different densities Pl(k) we get the real valued solutions
of (86-87) with u = 1, v = 1 in a following form:

(108)

Substituting the obtained solutions with l = 1, ... ,N into determinant (105)
we obviously get the solution of the Hirota equation depending on N func
tional parameters. In whole analogy with the similar consideration in [5] we
can isolate nonsingular globaly bounded solutions. It is important to observe
that the "starting solutions" (107) are the functions of the form fl (r - j, n - r).
Performing one step Darboux transformation with one of them we already
get the nontrivial T-function solving the Hirota equation :

Tn(j, r) = 'Pn-I(j, r, l) = / p(k) . kr-j(k - l)n-I-r dk (109)

The T-functions (109) corresponding different densities Pt (k) form an infi- .
nite dimensional linear subspace in the space of the solutions of the Hirota
equation.

4.1 More general lattice Zakharov-Shabat equation

Next particular example deals with an auxilary linear system slightly more
general than that of the previous subsection . .

This equation can be obtained as the compatibility condition of the fol
lowing linear system.

fn(j, r - 1) = p' in + U . in-I,

fn(j - 1, r) = q . fn+I + v(n, j, r) . in-I,

n,j,r E Z.

(110)

(111)

Here and below to shorten the notations we shall often omit arguments of the
coefficients if they coincide with (n, j, r) specifying only the shifted variables
so that p(r -1) = p(n, j, r -1), in+I = in+1 U, r) and so on. We can represent
fn(j - 1, r -1) as a linear combination of fkU, r) first replacing j by j -1 in
(110) and than transforming the RHS of the obtained equation with help of
(111). Next we can compute the same quantity first replacing r by r - 1 in
(111) and than transforming the RHS of the produced equation with help of
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(110). Equating the coefficients of fn+l(j, r) , fn(j, r) and fn-l(j, r) we get
the following system of 3 nonlinear equations:

p(j - 1) . q = q(r - 1) . p(n + 1),

q(r - 1) . u(n + 1) + v(r - 1) . p =

=p(j -1) ·v+u(j -1) ·q(n-1),

u (j - 1) . v (n - 1) == v (r - 1) . u.

(112)

(113)

(114)

This system represents the slightly more complicated case with respect to
that of the previous section. Of course we can reduce it to the previous case
performing appropriated gauge transformation but we prefere not fixing the
gauge and consider thesystem (110-111) in its original more symmetrie form.
First the linear system (110) is covariant with respect to the action of the left
and right Darboux transformations (50). The left DT leaves the co.efficents
p and q invariant and the transformation law for u and v under the action of
the M-fold left DT is given by the formulas :

UM == U(n - M) . aM (r - 1) . a-;] (n - 1) ==
== u(n,j, r) + al(r - 1) . p(n - 1) - p. al.

VM == v(n - M) . aM(j - 1) . aAl :::::
== v(n,j, r) + al(j - 1) . q(n - 1) - q' al(n + 1).

(115)

(116)

(117)
(118)

The coefficients al (n, j, r), aM(n, j, r) can be easily computed from decom
position of 'I.jJ~],n

M

'I.jJ~,n] = fn + L amin-rn.
m-=l

. From (73) we'obviously get the following expessions for al, aM

(119)

detB
al(n,j,r) = detA' (120)

B ik == 'Pn-i+l(k); i = 1,3,4, ... , M + 1; k = 1, , M. (121)

Aik == 'Pn-i(k); i, k = 1, , M. (122)

M detC
aM == (-1) det A' (123)

Cik == 'Pn-i+l(k); i, k = 1, ... , A1. (124)
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Here as before 'Pn(k) = 'Pn(j, r, k) are different fixed solutions of the sys
tem (110-111). In particular (117) and (117) mean that the multiplicative
dressing formulas for UM, VM can be written in a following explicit form:

(
. ) _ C"N(n, j + 1,T) . C"N(n - 2, j, r) . ( _ N . )

UN n, J, r - ( ) ( ) U n ,J, r ,CN n -1,j + 1,r . CN n -1,j,r

(
. ) _ CN(n, j, r + 1) . C; (n - 2, j, r) . ( _ N . )

VN n,], r - _ ( . ) _ ( ') v n ,J, r .CN n-1,J,r+1 ,CN n-l,J,r .

Here as before we put

CN(n, j, r) = det A, Aik = 'Pn-i+t{k); i, k = 1, ... , N.

(125)

(126)

Now using the covariance of the same system with respect to the action
of the right DT applying it N-times we keep the coefficients U and v invariant
and we get for the coefficients P and q of the transformed system the following
formulas :

_ (n M). Ct(n,j, r -1) .Ct(n + l,j, r)
PM - P + C+( l' 1) C+( . )'N n+ ,J,r- . N n,J,r

_ ( M) Ci{(n,j-1,r)·Ci{(n+2,j,r)
qN - q n + C+ ( . ) C+ ( ') .N n + 1,] - 1, r . N n + 1,], r

(127)

(128)

Now if we put in particular u = v = p = q = 1 we obviously get the same
starting solutions of (110-111) as given by the formulas (107-108) and we
get again the family of the solutions described by Casorarty determinants
formed from the functions (107-108). Of course the system (110-111) allows
also the application of the mixed DT. But we omitted these formulas here
for brevity.

5 Equations with generalized shift operators

Let us consider the following dass of the functional-differential equations

N

ft(x, t) = L um(x, t) . Tm(f), x ERn,
m=-M
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or functional difference equations of the form

N

f(x, j + 1) = L um(x, j) . Tm(f)·
m=-M

(130)

In (130-131) T is assumed to be an invertible linear operator commuting with
8t in the case (130) and with the shift operator ß : ß(f)(x,j) = f(x,j + 1)
in case of (131) which is of course more general and contains continuous time
evolution in appropriated limit. So below we formulate all the statments for
(130). T is also supposed to satisfy the following additional requirement

(131)

For many particular choices of T listed above x instead of be in Rn might
be the point of some Lie group or more generally the point of some smooth
manifold : most part of the theorems listed below are valid for this more
general case also.
Again we can consider the general case where the coefficients Um are matrix
valued functions , f is a matrix valued solution of the same ll1atrix dimension
as the coefficients " and T(f) is a matrix valued function of the same matrix
dimension as f . I is a unit matrix. O( course there is a lot of operators
satisfying to these requirements.

Let us list the some important examples of T operators.

T(f)(x, t) = f(x + ö); x, 6 E R,
T- 1 f(x, t) = f(x ~ 6, t)
T(f)(x, t) = f(qx, t), q E C, q # 0,
T- 1 f(x, t) = f(q-l x , t)
T(f)(x, t) = f(Ux, t), T- 1(f)(x, t) = f(U- 1x, t),
U E GL(n,R),x E Rn
T(f)(x, t) = f(g(x), t), T- 1 f(x, t) = f(g-I(X), t),
9 E Dif f(Rn),
T(f) = U· f· U- 1

, U = U(x) E GL(n, C).

Let <.p(x, t) be a fixed solution of (131) and (in nonabelian case) <.p-1 means
the result of its matrix inversion. In whole analogy with previous sections
we define left and right Darboux transformations D± by the formulas

D+f = f ~ 0-+ . T(f), 0-+ = <.p' (T( <.p)]-1,
D- f = f ~ 0-- . T~l(f), 0-- = ep' (T-1(ep)]-I,
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(135)

It is instructive to observe that under the first two choices of T in the list
above in a limit J ---t 0 and q ---t 1 respectively we recover from D± the
classical Darboux transformation. More precisely we have the following
formulas

a f - 8x . f = lim 0-1D±f = lim(l - q)-1D± (134)
D-tO q-t1

Of course we can reproduce the formulas for the iterated classical Darboux
transformation coming to the same kind of limits in the formulas listed above.

We can prove that (131) is again covariant with respect to the action of
D+ and D-. The transformation law of the coefficients remains the same as
described by the formulas of the previous section if we replace there fn+m
by Tm(f)(x, j) , a;t-(j) by a+ defined by (133) etc. More precisely for the
coefficients of the D+ transformed equation

N

'l/J+(x,j+1)= L uk(x,j).Tk('l/J)(x,j),
k=-M

we get the following formulas :

U-M = U-M,
U-M+l = U-M+1 + T-M(a+)u_M - er+(j + l)T(uM),
Um = E~tM[U-M+l - a+(j + l)T(u_M+l_d]T-M+l(<p) . [Tm(<p)]-1_

-U-M .T-M(ep) . [Tm(<p)]-1,

UN = a+(j + l)T(un )[TN (er)]-1

m==-M+1, ... ,N;

There is no any difference in the proof providing that the general require
ments imposed on T are satisfied.

Now the result 'l/Jt of the action of L-fold right Darboux transformation
on f reads

L l detA
'l/JN = D L D L - 1 ... D 1 == f + L al . T (f) = --, (136)

l=1 det B

where
Ai1 = Ti-1(f), Aij = T i - 1 (<pU - 1));
i = 1, ... ,L + 1; j = 2, ... , L + 1,
B ij == Ti (<p(j) ); i,j = 1, ... ,L,
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Above <p(j), j = 1, ... ,L are L different fixed solutions of (131). The proof of
the last statement contains nothing new with respect to similar statements of
the previous sections and explores the fact that the RHS of (136) obviously
vanishes if we take f = cp(j), j = 1, ... , L As before expanding the det A by
the elements of the first column we easily compute all, the coefficients al in
(136). In particular for al and aL we get the formulas

--~al - detB'

Q1j = cpj; j = 1, ... L; Qij = Ti (cpj) ; i = 2, ... , L.

a = (-l)L . detP
L det B'

Remark. Despite the fact that an the formulas here are looking quite similar
to the lattice situation of previous section we have much more flexibility. For
instance assuming that operator T is cyc1ic i.e. TL = I we see that 1,V[L]
vanishes as wen as the coefficients al, l ::; L - 1 and aL = -l.

Substiting the decomposition given by the middle equation (136) into the
LHS and RHS of the equation satisfied by 1,VL(X, j)

N

1,VL(X, j + 1) = L Um . T m(1,VL)
m=M

(137)

it is easy to show that the coefficients Uj can be found from the following
recursive relations

U-M = U-M,
U-M+1 = U-M+l + a1(x,j + 1) . T(U-M) - U-M· T-M(ad,

- ~ T- M +1() T- M ()U-M+2 + U-M+1 . a1 + U-M a2 =

U-M+2 + al(x,j + l)T(u_M+d + a2(x,j + 1)T2(u_M),
üp + Lm+l=pÜm · Tm+l(al) = up + Ll+m=pal(X,j + 1)· Tl(um),

p=-M+l,-M+2, ... ,L;
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From this structure it is obvious that in the case of the cyclic operator T
satisfying TL = I we have a periodic closure 01 the chain of the Darboux
transformations: the equations (137) and (130) coincide. The same conclu
sion concerns of course the functional equations

N

L um(x), Tm(f) = )... f,
m=-M

(138)

obtained as stationary reduction of (1-2).
Remark Important particular case of (138) with scalar coefficients and M =
-l,lV = 1 with general T satisfying the requirements of this section was first
considered by Salle [23] , who considered in particular the applications of the
special case T(f)(x) = f(q . x) to construct explicitely the spectrum and
eigenfunctions of the certain q-oscillator reproducing in a limit q ---+ 1 the
spectrum and eigenfunctions of quantum harmonie oscillator. Somehow in
[23] it was not mentioned that algebraically this is the same construction as
in the case of the lattice Schrödinger equation and hence it is in one to one
correspondence with stationary reduction of the simplest case of [1, article 2]

6 Concluding Remarks

So far we have proposed here enough general concept of the generalized Dar
boux transformation allowing application to a broad dass of linear and non
linear patial differential , differential difference or functional difference equa
tions with matrix valued coefficients. The main tool to introduce them was
to explore certain vanishing properties of the assosiated 1.j;-functions defining
N-fold or mixed (N,M) DT. It is instructive to compare the results of the last
seetion concerning periodic closures of the sequence of Darboux transforma
tions with the discussion of the same problem in [29J , [30J. There the same
question ,vas studuied for the case of the stationary I-dimensional Shrödinger
operator allowing application of the original result by Darboux [2] and Crum
[22]. It was shown that the possibility of the periodic c10sure depends on
the choice of parameters (starting solutions) and its period depends also on
the structure of the associated background potentials. This was used to give
some new characterisation to the finite gap periodic potentials (first explic
itly constructed together with the associated eigenfunctions in terms of the
Riemann theta functions of the hyperelliptic curves in [34] ,[33], [32] see also
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[35] , [36] for detailed review) and also to some new tranesendents general
izing Penleve transcendents. Our situation in the case of cyclic operator T
is essentialy different: we have the periodic closure for any initial variety of
II potentials". Looking at the sequence of the DT as on some discrete time
dynamics we can hence generate the strictly periodic dynamics in a huge
variety of situations. Additional comment is that in all known situations
the Darboux transformations in contrast with general dressing transforma
tions are canonical i.e. they preserve certain symplectic structures or Poisson
brackets (see the end of [5] and references there. This observation and sys
tematic hamiltonian interpretation of DT are not yet developped enough.
Some additional results in this direction can be found in [31].
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